WHO IS STANDING UP FOR YOU?
UK Independence Party stands for...

1. **SCRAP GREEN TAXES:** The 20% levy added to energy bills is punishing the poorest. UKIP wants a fairer, UK based energy sector which isn’t reliant on foreign powers.

2. **DEMOCRATIC REFORM:** Reform the House of Lords, implement proportional representation for a fairer and more representative voting system and introduce binding Local Referendums for local council so communities can decide on matters important to them.

3. **ENTERPRISE & EMPLOYMENT:** Support British business and local traders, ensuring they are unencumbered from tax and red tape to encourage growth and employment for all. Corporations liable for tax in the UK will also be forced to pay the same as every other UK based business.

4. **ONE LAW FOR ALL:** UK laws must be implemented fully and impartially, irrespective of the culture, ethnicity, or religious beliefs of the perpetrators by Police. The legal system must operate in a fair and transparent way.

5. **BRITISH CULTURE:** We take pride in our heritage and history, protecting memorials, statues, defending free speech, democracy, and people’s individual liberties. UKIP opposes the growth of “wokeness” and cancel culture.

6. **A FAIR & CONTROLLED IMMIGRATION SYSTEM:** We support a system which is based on economic need which works for the UK. We would leave the undemocratic international treaties and conventions which leave our borders porous and make a fair immigration system impossible to achieve. We take a ZERO tolerance approach to illegal immigration.

7. **PENSIONERS:** We will maintain the “Triple Lock” on the state pension and increase it every year by either the rate of inflation, average earnings or 2.5% (whichever is the highest).

8. **VETERANS:** UKIP will support our veterans by guaranteeing them a job with the Police, Prison Service or UK Border Force once they leave the Armed Services.